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S. : 

fo aid, whon it inctly conce77 : 
Be it known that I, FRANCIS M. JoBSON, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Thom 
asville, in the county of Thomas and State of 

5 Georgia, have invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Combs; and I do declare 
the following to be a full, clear, and exact de 
Scription of the invention, such as will enable 
others skilled in the art to which it appertains 

IO to make and use the same, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings, and to the let 
ters and figures of reference marked thereon, 
which form a part of this specification. 
This invention relates to hair-cutters in 

15 plements; and it consists in two combs con 
structed, arranged, and adapted for use sub 
stantially as hereinafter described, and speci 
fied in the claims. . . . 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective 
2d view. Fig. 2 is a transverse section of my de 

s vice. Fig. 3 is a detail view of the main comb; 
Figs. 4 and 5, of the supplemental combs. 
Fig. 6 shows a modification, all of which will 
be described. 
The main comb A. is preferably provided 

With a handle, A', and is provided with a 
groove, B, formed in oneside of the comb above 
the teeth B, as shown. Openings b b are 
formed through the comb, one, b, being formed 

3O at a right angle to the plane of the comb, 
and the other, b, at an angle downward, as 
most clearly shown in Fig. 2. These open 
ings merge into the groove B. The supple 
mental comb D has its back fitted to rest in 

35 groove B, and is provided with a stem, d, 
threaded on its outer end, and adapted to be 
inserted through one of openings b band re 
ceive the retaining-nut E. In practice I pre 
fer to use combs of various widths, as shown 

4O in Figs. 4 and 5. For convenience of refer 
ence I will refer to b as the “straight’ and b 
as the “inclined’ opening. 
My device is intended for shingling hair, 

banging same in the prevalent style, or for 
45 any other case where it is desired to cut hair 

an even length. - 
In operation the device is applied to the 

hair with both combs resting firmly on the 
Scalp. The implementis then moved over the 
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is all thrown upon evenly. The scissors are 
plied under the top of the main comb, and, rest 
ing on the supplemental one, cut the hair an 
even length throughout, as will be understood. 
If it is desired to cut the hair very short, Iuse 
the smaller supplemental comb (shown in Fig. 
4) and insert its stem through the inclined 
opening in the main comb. To cut medium 
length, the same comb is used; but the stem is 
put through the straight hole. To cut the 
hair longer, the wider comb (shown in Fig. 5) 
will be used and adjusted as will be evident 
from the foregoing description. Where so de 
sired, the supplemental combs may be Sup 
plied in numbers of various widths, so that the 65 
hair can be accurately cut any desired length. 
While I prefer to make the implement of 

detachable combs, it is manifest it might be 
made in a single piece with main and supple 
mental combs integral. This would give good 7o 
results in the cutting of hair a single length. 
I however prefer to make the combs detach 
able. I also prefer to connect them in the man 
ner described. They may obviously be con 
nected in various ways to secure their detach- 75 
ment as well as their adjustment to different 
angles. I have shown in Fig. 6 a modified 
means for securing these ends, consisting in 
forming the main comb with a dovetail groove, 
F, and a dovetail tenon, f, and the back of the 
supplemental comb with a dovetail tenon, G, 
and a groove, g, in the head of same. It will 
be seen the tenon G may be slipped in groove 
F, or groove g on tenon f, so as to secure the 
combs at one or the other angle, as described. 
This, it will be appreciated, would involve no 
departure from the broad principles of my in 
vention. - 
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Having described my invention, what claim, 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is- 9o 

1. A hair-cutter's implement having two 
combs arranged at an angle to each other, and 
having their backs joined, substantially asset 
forth. 

2. A hair-cutter's implement having two 
combs arranged at an angle to each other, and 
having their backs detachably joined, substan 
tially as set forth. 

3. A hair-cutter's implement having two 
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5O head, Supplemental combin front, and the hair combs arranged at angles to each other, the Ico 
i 
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backs of said combs being provided with means having a longitudinal groove formed in one I5 
whereby they may be joined together in a side of its back, and a straight and inclined 
plurality of angles, substantially as set forth. transverse openings merging in said groove, 

4. The herein-described hair-cutter'simple- and the supplemental comb having a stem fit 
5 ment, consisting of a main comb provided with ted to be inserted through either of said open 
a groove or seat in one side of its back, and a ings and a retaining-nut, substantially as set 2c 
transverse opening leading from said seat or forth. 
groove, and the supplemental comb fitted to In testimony whereofI affix my signature in 
said seat or groove, and having a threadéd presence of two witnesses. 

to stem fitted to be inserted through the trans 
verse opening, and a retaining-nut, substan- FRANCIS MARION JOBSON. 
tially as set forth. Witnesses: 

5. A hair-cutter's implement consisting of ARTHUR PATTEN, 
the main comb provided with a handle, and . J. W. GROOVER. 
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